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As participants in the Global Christian Forum meeting held in Amman (8�9 April 2013) -  bishops, priests, pastors, 

and lay people from all traditions of the Orthodox, Catholic, Protestant, and Evangelical churches in the Middle 

East — we have exchanged perspectives on the situations of our churches. We have discussed promoting inter-

Christian relationships as well as relationships with the co-citizens of our countries with whom we share the 

present, the future, and the same fate. We have considered at length the current critical situation in our region, 

with the imminent dangers that are threatening our people. We were particularly appalled by the horrific and 

bloody violence in Syria, the destruction, the displacement, and the dire circumstances of the victims of such 

violence. We were also deeply concerned about the recent events in Egypt, with all their repugnant sectarian 

tensions and undesirable consequences. 

- We raise our voice and call upon our churches, church leaders and lay people to demonstrate the highest degree 

of wisdom and awareness during this difficult time, to remain rooted in faith, steadfast in hope, and established 

in love in order to overcome this critical period. 

- We proclaim our solidarity with every human being who has suffered and suffers from political and social 

instability caused by violence, regardless of their religious, ethnic, social, and political identity. We call upon our 

brothers, sisters, and co-citizens to reject all forms of extremism and enmity, and to return to our shared human 

and spiritual values. We promise to strive firmly and to the limits of our capacity to lessen the agony of victims, to 

provide the aid needed for refugees inside and outside their homeland, as well as to support those in need, in 

cooperation with all components of society, particularly specialized governmental and non-governmental 

organizations. 

- We urge those in charge to provide more efforts to insure the continuity of Christian presence in the Middle East 

by helping and encouraging people to remain in their own lands. 

- We call upon the Global Christian Forum to show solidarity with Middle Eastern people in this critical period, by 

supporting their just causes, sounding the call to defend the victims and the oppressed, and contributing with all 

spiritual, moral, and financial means to help them remain in their own lands. 

- We urge the churches and Christian communities participating in the Global Christian Forum to implore their 

societies, governments, institutions, and international assemblies to support Christian presence in the Middle 

East in partnership with other religions, to work to achieve full citizenship with equal rights and duties among all 

people, in accordance with international treaties and agreements, and within the framework of fair laws and truly 

modern democratic systems. 

- Finally, we call upon the Christians of the Middle East to stand together as witnesses of the one Gospel — 

despite the plurality and variety of churches — and to fulfill their calling in this Middle East. Unity in plurality must 

be a distinctive mark of our Christian life and purpose. We plead to God for peace, justice, and stability in our 

world, especially in the Middle East, and we pray that Christians will remain in it as a living testimony for Christ, 

the One who is victorious over death. 


